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Kate Brown
Bosch Fellow in public policy,  
American Academy in Berlin, and 
professor of History, University  
of Maryland, Baltimore county

armin Grunwald
Director, institute for technology 
Assessment and Systems Analysis, 
and professor, Karlsruhe institute  
of technology; Director, office of 
technology Assessment at the  
german Bundestag

life after tHe 
CHernoByl disaster: 
Human survival in times  
of eColoGiCal Crises

Chernobyl: the so-called poster child for the USSR’s  
peaceful atomic energy program became the site and symbol  
of a nuclear accident with catastrophic consequences  
for both nature and humanity. In this conversation, historian  
Kate Brown and technology assessment expert Armin Grunwald 
will examine the ways in which residents near the Chernobyl 
exclusion zone have learned to adapt to the new biological  
and social realities of the post-nuclear age. 

networK sCienCe,  
seGreGation, and tHe  
emerGenCe of 
PolitiCal extremes

Today we are bound to distinguish between two different kinds 
of segregation: the physical and the digital. But how does this 
distinction actually impact our digital culture? How do cultural 
formations and technological artifacts fit together? Digital media 
theorists Wendy Chun and Nishant Shah, drawing on their 
mutual expertise on the intersections of media, identity, and 
representation, will examine the resonances between physical 
and virtual segregation by analyzing the fundamental  
principles that drive networks. 

nisHant sHaH
Dean, graduate School, ArteZ 
University for the Arts; and guest 
professor, institute for the culture 
and Aesthetics of Digital Media, 
Leuphana Universität

wendy Hui KyonG CHun 
Holtzbrinck Fellow, American  
Academy in Berlin, and professor  
of Modern culture and Media,  
Brown University

thursday, may 18, 2017 

7:30 p.m. 

Location: Hospitalhof Stuttgart 

Büchsenstraße 33, 70174 Stuttgart

thursday, may 11, 2017 

7:30 p.m. 

Location: Hospitalhof Stuttgart 

Büchsenstraße 33, 70174 Stuttgart

The lecture will be followed by a reception. 
This event is free of charge.  
Please register with the American Academy in Berlin: 
→  program@americanacademy.de       
→  www.americanacademy.de/events
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